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Fill In Flash
The concept of fill in flash is simple.
The idea is to fill in or lighten shadows but not use the flash to generally illuminate your picture.
Typical uses include a subject shot against a bright background when the subject otherwise be
silhouetted or where your main subject is in shade but the background is brightly lit.
It is difficult to give a precise guide to how to do this as conditions and options on the camera and
flash equipment used will vary. Many new cameras combined with TTL flash guns will have options
on the flash settings for half, or quarter power. Some combinations will correctly do this for you in full
automatic mode. Professional photographers will use this technique outdoor in daylight to balance the
lighting on their subject with the available light.

In many ways, a good automatic flash unit is as effective as any TTL flash unit for fill flash. Automatic
flash units are self contained in their operation; and do not need to communicate with the camera to
set the correct exposure. To use an automatic flash unit for fill flash, you merely need to trick it into
thinking your sensor is more sensitive than it really is. If you have your camera set on 100 ISO set
your Flash to 200 or 400 ISO. The flash will then emit half or one quarter the amount of light to your
subject filling in the shadows without overexposing the subject. Some experimenting with test shots
will be required.
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After the event ' fill in flash
Although not fill in flash, images can often be 'relit' using computer image manipulation software,
making separate adjustments to the subject and background in the image.
It is often surprising how much detail can be revealed using this method

This technique works especially well when images are shot as raw files and the original can be
opened a number of times at different exposures.
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